


ADDRESS OF MY HOST IN TOULOUSE

PHONE NUMBER OF MY HOST

MY NOTES

RESTAURANTS, BARS, 
AND CAFES

CHEZ ÉMILE

Enjoy local specialties in this stylish and 
traditional establishment. A very popular 
spot for a lot of Toulouse residents who 
have been coming for decades! 

13 Place Saint-Georges
31000 Toulouse 
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LE COLOMBIER

An old Toulouse institution renowned 
for its local cuisine with the unmissable 
cassoulet and Toulouse sausage.  

14 rue Bayard
31000 Toulouse 
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LE CAFÉ DE LA CONCORDE

The oldest café/brasserie in town,  
a place full of history!  

 17 rue de la Concorde
31000 Toulouse 
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LE BIBENT

A privileged location in Place du 
Capitole, the heart of the Pink City. 
Surrounded by a beautiful Belle 
Époque decor, chef Christian Constant 
serves up dishes worthy of a high-end 
brasserie.

5 place du Capitole
31000 Toulouse 
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MA BICHE SUR LE TOIT

Get one of the best views of the city 
from the roof of Galeries Lafayette!  

 4-8 Rue du Lieutenant Colonel Pélissier
31000 Toulouse
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The Shop Local program is a national 
initiative launched by Airbnb in 
partnership with La Fête des Voisins* 
and all the Airbnb Community Clubs 
in France. This programme aims at 
bringing together the entire Airbnb 
Community around a common 
project: supporting small businesses 
by highlighting hosts’ best local 
addresses, and sharing them with 
travelers discovering French cities with 
Airbnb.

By traveling with Airbnb and staying 
with hosts, guests can experience the 
way of life of the city and live like a 
local. Who better than a local host and 
citizen for  recommending  the best 
local addresses in a city? This guide 
lists all the local shops, restaurants 
and all kinds of small businesses that 
hosts and members of the Airbnb 
Community Club consider a must in 
the city.

The Airbnb Community Clubs, Airbnb 
and La Fête des Voisins have the 
joint aim of strengthening the social 
bond in communities and making a 
positive impact on the local economy 
of French cities. This first edition has 
been developed in collaboration with 
hosts and members from the Airbnb 
Community Club of Toulouse.

* La Fête des Voisins is an association that  
develops social bonds between neighbors

The Airbnb Community Club of 
Toulouse brings together hosts 
from the city of Toulouse and its 
close suburbs. Created in 2017 on 
the initiative of members from the 
Airbnb community, it allows hosts to 
connect, share their experiences and 
express themselves on topics related 
to tourism, travel and home sharing.

This club is an opportunity for hosts 
to participate in local life and to 
promote their city and region as a 
tourism destination in a sustainable 
and responsible way.

Info, tips, articles… Get all the updates 
from the Airbnb community of 
Toulouse on their Facebook Page:  
Communauté Airbnb de Toulouse  

CHEZ TONTON

Iconic place for young people in the last 
several generations. Great and friendly 
atmosphere!

16 place Saint Pierre
 31000 Toulouse 
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LE CAFÉ DES ARTISTES

Facing the Garonne river and Quai de 
la Daurade, the Café des Artistes is a 
must if you feel like sipping a drink with 
stunning views of the Hôtel-Dieu Saint-
Jacques

13 place de la Daurade 
31000 Toulouse
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CHEZ NAVARRE

A restaurant with an authentic setting 
combining tradition and friendliness.  
This place will transport you from the 
city to the countryside! 

49 Grande Rue Nazareth
31000 Toulouse
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LA CAVE 

Nice selection of regional wines and fine 
wines to suit every budget. Make a tasting 
appointment, available in English and 
Spanish. Open Tuesday 
through Sunday.

Place Victor Hugo
31000 Toulouse
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WHAT TO DO IN TOULOUSE PASTRY SHOPS, BAKERIES, 
AND SWEET TREATS 

MAISON PILLON

The best chocolatier in Toulouse, a must 
see for sampling high-end chocolate and 
pastries. 

2 rue d’Austerlitz
31000 Toulouse
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AU POUSSIN BLEU

Love macaroons? Look no further, this is 
the place to taste the best that Toulouse 
has to offer! 

45 rue du Languedoc
31000 Toulouse
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Ô SORBET D’AMOUR

An artisan ice cream maker in the heart 
of Toulouse with an adorable team! 

28 rue Montardy
31000 Toulouse

PÂTISSERIE CONTÉ

One of Toulouse’s oldest tea rooms. 
High-quality, tasty traditional pastries  
at attractive prices! 

37 Rue Croix Baragnon
31000 Toulouse
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MARKETS

MARCHÉ VICTOR HUGO

This market is selling meat, cold cuts, 
cheeses, pastries, and seafood of outs-
tanding quality. You can also eat upstairs 
at one of the many restaurants on the 
terrace. Open Tuesday through Sunday. 
Don’t miss it! 

Place Victor Hugo
31000 Toulouse

MARCHÉ COUVERT  
DES CARMES

A must see with plenty of vegetables, 
fruit, meat, fish, and flower stands... 
Feast your eyes and your taste buds. 
Closed Mondays. 

Place des Carmes
31000 Toulouse 

MARCHÉ SAINT-AUBIN

Toulouse’s most «boho» market with 
organic producers showcasing cuisine 
from all around the world and a lot of 
musicians in alleyways. Open Sundays.  

Place Saint-Aubin
31000 Toulouse

MARCHÉ COUVERT 
 SAINT-CYRPRIEN

A historic market that is popular with 
regulars and curious visitors. No visit to 
Toulouse is complete without a trip to 
the Saint-Cyprien market.

Place  Saint-Cyprien
31000 Toulouse
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FOOD STORES

CHEZ XAVIER

Xavier is a renowned cheesemaker and 
France’s finest craftsman. He can advise 
you on a food and wine pairing that will 
make your stay in Toulouse a culinary 
delight. Our favorite: truffle or fig-stuffed 
brie, depending on the season.  

6 Place Victor Hugo
31000 Toulouse

BETTY

If you’re looking to sample all of France’s 
cheeses, this place is an absolute MUST. 
And yes, we mean ALL the cheeses! 

21 Place Victor Hugo
31000 Toulouse

MAISON SAMARAN

You can’t stay in Toulouse without visi-
ting the best foie gras shop in the Sou-
thwest. A spot to buy good foie gras and 
find nice gifts! 

Marché Victor Hugo
Place Victor Hugo
31000 Toulouse

LA MAISON DE LA VIOLETTE

A canal-side shop offering violet flowers 
in all its forms: candies, cakes, syrups 
and decorations. Aromas are just as 
attractive as the location!  
A very friendly welcome.

Sur le Canal du Midi face, 
3 Boulevard Bonrepos
31000 Toulouse
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MAISON GARCIA

An incredible butcher from the Victor 
Hugo Market. It’s impossible to resist  
to his delicious and various hams.  
An incomparable know-how! 

Marché Victor Hugo
Place Victor Hugo
31000 Toulouse 
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MY ADDRESSES

•  Stroll along the Canal du Midi and 
the Canal de Brienne to the Port 
Saint Sauveur.

•  See the Pyrenees from the Pont 
Neuf or Quai de la Daurade.

•  Take a stroll through the Musée 
des Abattoirs and admire the 
exhibitions:  
76 Allées Charles de Fitte 
31300 Toulouse

•  Walk and picnic in the Japanese 
garden:  
Jardin Compans Caffarelli  
Boulevard Lascrosses 
31000 Toulouse

•  Visit the Basilique Saint-Sernin and 
marvel at its relics:  
Place Saint-Sernin 
31000 Toulouse

•  Get away from the crowds at the 
Cloître des Jacobins:  
Place des Jacobins 
31000 Toulouse

•  Wander along Rue Bouquières and 
visit its antique dealers: 
Rue Bouquières 

•  Discover Toulouse’s heritage at 
the library on Rue du Périgord:  
1 rue de Périgord 
31000 Toulouse
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